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Constrained Shortest Paths in Wireless Networks

Xiang-Yang Li� Peng-Jun Wan� Yu Wang� Ophir Frieder�

Abstract| In this paper, we address several QoS routing

problems in wireless ad hoc networks. Due to mobility or

limited battery power, a link between two nodes can last

for a certain period, which is represented by a life parame-

ter. On the other hand, each link has cost parameters which

can represent the delay of this link, the transmission power

needed to support this link, and so on. The life of a path

is the shortest life of all links in this path; the cost of a

path is the sum of the costs of all links. We �rst consider

the problem of �nding a path between a given pair of nodes

with the maximum life while the cost of the path does not

exceed a pre-speci�ed bound. This problem can be solved

in O((n log n+m) log n) time. Here n is the number of nodes

and m is the number of links. A distributed version of the

algorithm that is suitable for the wireless ad hoc networks is

also presented. In addition, we study the problem of �nding

a path between a given pair of nodes with the maximum bat-

tery energy level while the cost of the path does not exceed

a pre-speci�ed bound. We also developed both centralized

and distributed polynomial-time algorithms for this prob-

lem. Speci�cally, when the cost represents the transmission

power needed to support the link, we give a distributed algo-

rithm with time complexity O(n log n) using O(n2 log n) total
messages.

Keywords| Wireless ad hoc networks, delay, power con-

sumption, constrained shortest path, network optimization.

I. Introduction

Ad Hoc Wireless Network. Mobile wireless net-

working received signi�cant attention over the last few

years due to its potential applications in various situations.

There are no wired infrastructures or cellular networks in

ad hoc wireless network. Mobile nodes communicate with

each other either through a single-hop transmission if the

receiver node is within the transmission range of the sender,

or through multi-hop wireless links by using intermediate

nodes to relay the message. In other words, each node in

the network also acts as a router, forwarding data packets

for other nodes. A single transmission by a node can be

received by all nodes within its transmission range. In this

paper, we assume that each node can adjust its transmis-

sion power independently according to its neighborhood

information to possibly reduce the energy consumption.

Constrained Shortest Path. Assume that the ad

hoc wireless network is modelled by a graph G. Unicast

routing is to discover a path connecting a given pair of

mobile nodes; multicast routing is to �nd a spanning tree

that connects a given set of mobile nodes. In this paper,

we are mainly interested in unicast routing. We assume

that there are some cost parameters f0; f1; f2; � � � fk asso-

ciated with the links or nodes of the network G. The cost
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function fi of a path p is dependent1 on the cost value fi
of each link (or node) of the path p. A path p is called

feasible if the costs fi(p), 1 � i � k, satisfy given k con-

straints2. Hereafter, the cost functions fi, 1 � i � k, are

called the constraint functions. The positive function f0 is

denominated as the objective function. A feasible path p�

is called the shortest path if f0(p
�) is the optimum among

all feasible paths.

For example, to �nd a path with the longest node life

while its energy consumption is no more than a given value

E0, we model the problem as follows. We de�ne two cost

functions f0 and f1. For each link e, its cost function f1(e)

is the energy needed to support this link. For each node u,

its cost function f0(u) is its battery level. A path �(u; v) =

u0u1 � � �uh�1uh, where u = u0, v = uh, is feasible if the

total energy consumption
P

h�1

i=0
f1(uiui+1) is at most E0.

A feasible path ��(u; v) = u0u1 � � �uh�1uh is optimum if
P

h�1

i=0
f1(uiui+1) � E0 and minh�1

i=1
f0(ui) is the maximum

among all feasible paths.

Network Model. We assume that each node has a

low-power Global Position System (GPS) receiver, which

provides the position information of the node itself. In

addition, we also assume that each node knows the posi-

tions of all nodes that are within its transmission range3.

We model a wireless network by a weighted directed graph

Gt = (V;E). Here V is the set of all mobile nodes, and

edge (u; v) 2 E if and only if the node v is in the trans-

mission range of the node u. Hereafter, we call Gt the

transmission graph.4 We assume that Gt is strongly con-

nected, i.e., there is a directed path from any node to any

other node. A central challenge in the design of ad hoc

networks is the development of dynamic routing protocols

that can eÆciently �nd routes between two communication

nodes. In recent years, a variety of routing protocols [1],

[2], [3], [4], [5], [6] targeted speci�cally for ad hoc environ-

ment have been developed. For the review of the state of

the art routing protocols, see surveys by E. Royer and C.

Toh [7] and by S. Ramanathan and M. Steenstrup [8].

Path Cost: Power and Life. Energy conservation

is a critical issue in ad hoc wireless network for the node

and network life, especially in the sensor networks, as the

1For example, the dependence could be the maximum (or the min-
imum) value of all link costs, or the summation of link costs.
2Examples of constraints are: the cost of the path is no more than

a given value or not less than a given value.
3It is often assumed that every node has the same maximum trans-

mission range R. A node v is within the transmission range of a node
u if the Euclidenan distance between u and v is at most R.
4It is also called unit graph when all nodes have the same largest

transmission range.
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nodes are powered by batteries only. Each mobile node

typically has a portable set with transmission and reception

processing capabilities. To transmit a signal from a node

to the other node, the power consumed by these two nodes

consists of the following three parts. Firstly, the source

node needs to consume some power to prepare the signal.

Secondly, in the most common power-attenuation model,

the power required to support the transmission between

two nodes is dependent on their distance. Finally, when a

node receives the signal, it needs consume some power to

receive, store and then process that signal [9]. In this paper,

we proposed several routing protocols that are optimized

for minimizing (or bounding) the power consumed by all

mobile nodes involved in one communication session. The

cost of an edge (u; v) is then de�ned as the power consumed

for transmitting signal from u to node v and possibly the

energy consumed by node u and node v to process the

signal.

Due to the mobility of the wireless node, a link between

two nodes can last for only a certain time period, which

is represented by the link life in this paper. The link life

can be approximated from the moving speed and direction

of two nodes if these information is known, or from the

moving history of two nodes. Su et al. recently proposed

some heuristics to predict the mobility of the wireless nodes

by assuming some degree of regularity in the nodes' moving

pattern [10], [11]. Given two nodes, assume that a route

is constructed and each involved node stores its next relay

node information in its local table. When a link of the

constructed route is broken, we have to initiate the route-

�nding algorithm to construct another route to connect the

source and the destination, or to �nd a path to connect the

two end-nodes of the broken link. Therefore, it is always

worth to construct a route such that every link of the route

has a long duration period.

In addition, as the mobile nodes are powered by batter-

ies only, each mobile node can function for only a certain

period time also. Here, we assume that it is impossible

to recharge the battery when it is drained out during op-

erations. Therefore, the routing algorithm must avoid ex-

tensive using of some nodes to relay the signal. On the

other hand, when it is power-eÆcient to use some other

nodes to relay the signal from the source, it may be better

to use relaying as long as it will not drain out the relay-

ing nodes. Notice that there are two di�erent objectives

to be optimized by energy eÆcient routing protocols. One

is to minimize the energy used by all nodes involved in

one communication session. Using this approach, however,

some nodes used for relaying maybe drained out if it is

the critical node for several paths. The other objective is

to maximize the network life. In other words, the routing

should be distributed to all network nodes. Here the over-

all life period of the network is de�ned as the time period

when the �rst mobile node is out of transmission energy

since the initiation of the network.

Our Results. In this paper, we described centralized

and distributed position-based networking protocols opti-

mized for energy consumption and network life in mobile

wireless networks. We consider how to �nd the shortest

path or the widest path between two nodes subject to var-

ious constraints. We consider the following cost functions

of a path between two nodes: (1) the total number of relay-

ing nodes used in the path; (2) the total energy consumed

by all nodes in the path; (3) the minimum remaining life

of the batteries of all nodes in the path; or (4) the least

durable links in the path. Notice that the number of re-

laying nodes often corresponds to the delay of the path

in the mobile network. The �rst two are the length type

objectives and the last two are the width type objectives.

Any of the above cost measurements could be used as the

objective function to be optimized.

We �rst review some algorithms on how to �nd a path

with the minimum number of hops while its transmission

power cost is bounded; on how to �nd a path with the

minimum energy cost while its link life (or battery energy

level) is bounded from below by a pre-speci�ed value. We

then study the problems of �nding a path connecting a

given pair of nodes with the maximum link life (or battery

energy level) while the energy cost of the path does not ex-

ceed a pre-speci�ed bound. We give centralized algorithms

to solve these problems in O((n logn +m) logn) time. In

addition, we also present distributed algorithms to solve

them in time O(n log n). When the power cost function of

a link e is de�ned as jjejj�, 2 � �, we give a centralized al-

gorithm to �nd the route with the maximum battery level

while its energy consumption is bounded by a given value

in time O(n log
2
n). A distributed version of the algorithm

that is suitable for the wireless ad hoc networks is also

presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we �rst review some preliminary de�nitions and results

related to the constrained shortest path routing. We then

discuss several routing problems regarding energy conser-

vation and mobility measurement and provide centralized

and distributed algorithms in Section III. We conclude our

paper in Section IV.

II. Preliminaries

A. Energy Consumption Model

In the most common power-attenuationmodel, the signal

power falls as
1

x
�
, where x is the distance from the trans-

mitter antenna and � is a real constant between 2 and 5

dependent on the wireless transmission environment.
5
This

is typically called the path loss. We always assumed that

all receivers have the same power threshold for signal de-

tection, which are then typically normalized to one. The

5To make this model meaningful, we always assume that the dis-
tance between any two nodes is at least one unit so the above model
does not violate the energy-consumption law. We also assume that
the unit of power and the unit of distance between nodes satisfy the
path loss formula. Notice that in [12], they assume that the power

falls as 1
(1+x)�

. Therefore, it is always meaningful for all x.
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power required to support a link between two nodes u and

v separated by distance x is therefore x
�
. By a simple

geometry computing, it is easy to see that relaying sig-

nal between nodes may result in lower power consumption

than communication over a large distance due to the non-

linear power attenuation. For convenience, hereafter, we

use jjuvjj to denote the Euclidean distance between two

geometry nodes u and v.

For a simple illustration, consider three nodes s, r, and

d on the plane as in Figure 1. Assume that all three nodes

use identical transmitters and receivers and � = 2. The

power to transmit a signal from s to d is therefore jjsdjj2.
If we use the node r to relay the signal, the total power

used by the route srd is jjsrjj2 + jjrdjj2, which is less than

jjsdjj2. In other words, if s wants to send a message to any

node d lying in the right side of the line l, relaying through

the node r always consumes less power than directly trans-

mitting to d.

l

s r

d

Fig. 1. Relaying through other node r consumes less power than

directly transmitting from s to d.

There is also another source of power consumption that

we must consider in addition to the path loss. When a node

receives a signal from other nodes, it needs to consume

some power to receive, store and then process that signal

[9]. Hereafter, we will denote all power consumed at a

node besides actually transmitting the signal by a real non-

negative constant c. In this paper, most of our centralized

and distributed algorithms assume that c is negligible, i.e.,

c = 0.

B. Minimum Energy Topology

Given two nodes in a mobile wireless network, one of

the basic routing problem is to �nd a route connecting

these two nodes such that the route consumes the least

power. This problem can be solved by applying the shortest

path algorithm, such as Dijkstra's algorithm implemented

using Fibonacci heap, on the transmission graph Gt of the

network. The graph Gt may have m = O(n
2
) links. Thus,

the fast centralized algorithms still have time complexity

O(n
2
). However, this simple approach does not utilize any

property of the path consuming the least power. Recently,

Li and Wan [13] proposed an algorithm to solve this in

O(n log n) time when c = 0.

Given a node u, the transmission neighbors N1(u) is the

set of nodes that are within the transmission range of node

u. Any node of N1(u) could serve as an immediate re-

lay node for the signal from u. However, it is not power-

eÆcient that using all such nodes as candidates to directly

relay the messages from u to other nodes. In other words,

it is not necessary to check all neighbor nodes of u to �nd

the next hop for node u. Given a node u, call a node

v a relay neighbor of u if there is no node w such that

it is power eÆcient to relay the signal from u to v using

w. The directed graph connecting each node to its relay

neighbors is called the enclosure graph [13], [9]. In [13], [9],

they showed that the enclosure graph always contains the

path, with the least power consumption, between any pair

of mobile nodes. Li and Wan [13] then gave eÆcient local-

ized algorithms to compute the enclosure graph. They also

showed that the enclosure graph is a subset of the Gabriel

graph over the set of wireless nodes if c = 0. Here a link uv

belongs to the Gabriel graph if and only if the open circle

using uv as a diameter does not contain any other nodes

inside. It then implies that the enclosure graph is a pla-

nar graph with at most m � 3n� 6 edges. The minimum

energy topology of a set of mobile nodes is de�ned as the

supergraph of the shortest paths of every pair of nodes.

C. Problem Formulation

Assume that the wireless nodes are given as a �nite

point set V in a two-dimensional plane. Each node has

the same largest transmission range, which is normalized

to one. Each node also has the same transmission over-

head cost c, which is also scaled accordingly. We model

the wireless ad hoc network by a weighted unit disk graph

G = (V;E;W ), where V is the set of wireless nodes, the

set of links E contains all pairs of nodes (u; v) such that

jjuvjj � 1. For each node u, let w(u) denote the remain-

ing battery power of the node u. As we have described

before, the power needed to support the link between two

nodes u and v separated by distance r is r
�
+ c, where

2 � � � 5. We then de�ne the power cost p(e) for a link

e as jjejj� + c, where jjejj is the Euclidean length of the

link e. We also assume that each link e has a delay pa-

rameter d(e) to measure its transmission delay. We use

l(e) to denote the life period of this link. This l(e) is usu-

ally computed from the mobility prediction of the wireless

nodes. Taking the battery life into account, we also can

de�ne an adjusted link life l
0
(e) = min(l(e); w

0
(u); w

0
(v)),

where e = (u; v) and w
0
(u), w

0
(v) are the estimated time

period that nodes u, v can be supported by the batteries.

For node u, assume its average transmission distance is r

and the average transmissions per time unit is t, then we

estimate w
0
(u) =

w(u)

t(r�+c)
.

Consider any unicast � from a node u 2 V to another

node v 2 V :

� = p0p1 � � � ph�1ph; where u = p0; v = ph:

Here h is the number of hops of the path �. The total

transmission power p(�) consumed by this path � is de�ned
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as

p(�) =

hX

i=1

jjpi�1pijj
�
+ h � c:

The width w(�) (i.e., the minimum remaining battery

power of all nodes) of this path � is de�ned as

w(�) = min
0�i�h

w(pi):

The life period l(�) of this path � is de�ned as

l(�) = min
0�i�h�1

l(pipi+1):

The delay d(�) of this path � is de�ned as

d(�) =

X

0�i�h�1

l(pipi+1):

From now on, let nG be the number of nodes of a graph

G, and let mG be the number of edges of a graph G. Given

a node u, let NG(u) be the set of nodes connected to node u

in graph G and dG(u) be the cardinality of NG(u), i.e., the

degree of node u in G. When it is clear from the context,

we will drop the label G from all notations.

D. Previous Results

The minimum energy routing problem was studied be-

fore. The simplest version is to minimize the total energy

required to reach the destination, which can be done by

applying any shortest path algorithm. However, previous

methods merely consider minimizing or bounding the en-

ergy consumed by the route while the route satis�es some

other given constraints. In [14], Chang and Tassiulas ba-

sically consider how to maximize the system lifetime given

a set of sender nodes and receiver nodes, and the message

generation rates by the sender nodes. They model it as the

multicommodity ow problem, in which each commodity

has its own destinations set. However, their work has lim-

ited applications because it needs to know the multicom-

modity ows before the routings are constructed. In our

study, the routing is constructed for each online request.

Although �nding the shortest path can be solved by sev-

eral algorithms, �nding a feasible path subject to two and

more additive constraints had been shown to be a NP-

Complete problem [15], [16], [17]. However, the problem

can be solved in polynomial time if there is only one addi-

tive constraint in multiple constraints.

To cope with the NP-completeness of the two addi-

tive constraints shortest path problem, several heuristic

based algorithms and quality guaranteed approximation al-

gorithms had been proposed. For simplicity, we consider

two nontrivial additive weights w1(e) and w2(e) de�ned

for each link e �rst. Given two nodes u and v, we have

to �nd a path � connecting u and v such that w1(�) � c1

and w2(�) � c2. Here wi(�), i = 1, 2, is the summa-

tion of the weight wi(e) for every link e in the path �.

Korkmaz and Krunz [18] proposed a randomized heuris-

tic algorithm for �nding � in O(n
2
) time. However, their

algorithm does not guarantee to �nd a feasible path even

there exists one between the source and the destination.

Korkmaz, Krunz and Tragoudas [19] then proposed an ap-

proximation algorithm that runs logW iterations of Dijk-

stra's algorithm, whereW is the upper bound of the longest

path with respect to one of the link weights. The path

� found by the algorithm satis�es that w2(�) � c2 and

w1(�) � w1(f) + �(w2(f)�w2(�)), where f is some feasi-

ble path and � is some real constant related to W .

One variation of �nding a feasible route satisfying two

constraints is to set one constraint as the objective function

to be minimized. For example, we can �nd a path � with

the minimum w1(�) cost while w2(�) � c2. This prob-

lem is obviously also NP-hard problem. Hassin [20] and

Philips [21] proposed two approximation algorithms for this

problem. Unfortunately, both algorithms have some aws.

Then Hong, Chung and Park[22] gave a corrected version

of the FPTAS that returns a path � such that w2(�) � c2,

and w1(�) � (1 + �)OPT in time O(mn�
�1

+m
2
n
3
logn)

for any given positive real constant �. Here OPT is the

optimum solution. Consequently, this algorithm can solve

the two constrained path problem as long as that one of

the constraints is not tight.

It is also often required to �nd a path satisfying one

additive constraint such as energy consumption and one

bottleneck constraint such as the width of the path. Wang

and Crowcroft [16] basically gave an algorithm to �nd the

shortest path whose width is at least a given bound. Their

basic approach is to �rst eliminate all links that do not

meet the width requirement and then apply any shortest

path algorithm on the residue graph to compute the short-

est path between the source and the destination. To the

best of our knowledge, no algorithm has been proposed to

�nd the path with the largest duration (or battery energy

level) between two nodes and its energy consumption is no

more than a prede�ned upper-bound. In other words, this

problem can be viewed as the dual of the problem consid-

ered by Wang and Crowcroft [16].

In this paper, we mainly consider how to reduce the en-

ergy consumption and prolong the network life when rout-

ing messages between wireless nodes.

III. Algorithms

A. Min Hops Energy-bounded Path

We �rst consider how to �nd a route connecting two

wireless nodes with the minimum number of hops while

the energy consumed by the route is no more than a given

bound. Notice that the number of hops of a path in ad

hoc wireless networks often corresponds to the transmis-

sion delay of the path. The more hops, the larger delay of
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the path. It has applications in multimedia systems when

the delay of the path is more important than the energy

consumed by the path. For example, sending the informa-

tion in time is always the most important in the battle�eld.

Given the source node s, the destination node t and the

energy consumption bound E0, the minimum-hops energy-

bounded (MHEB) routing problem is de�ned as following.

min h

s:t:

h�1X

i=0

p(vivi+1) � E0

where v0 = s; vh = t:

Notice that here p(vivi+1) is the energy consumed to sup-

port the link vivi+1. It is typically de�ned as jjvivi+1jj
�+c,

where � is the environmental propagation constant and c

is the transmission overhead.

A.1 Centralized Algorithm

The centralized version of the problem had been studied

long time ago. For the completeness of our presentation,

we still include the algorithm here. To �nd a path with the

minimum number of hops whose total energy consumption

is no more than a bound E0, the basic idea is similar to the

breadth �rst search. We use di(k) to denote the minimum

energy consumed from node s to node i by passing exactly

k edges. Then our algorithm has the following steps.

Algorithm 1: MinHops BoundEnergy C(G;E0)

1. Set di(k) = 1; for 1 � i � n and 0 � k � n � 1; set

ds(0) = 0. Let h = 1.

2. While the optimum path is not found

for each node i, update

di(h) = min(di(h); min
j2NG(i)

(dj(h� 1) + p(i; j)):

If dt(h) � E0, then the shortest path has been found with

h edges. Otherwise, h = h+ 1.

It is not diÆcult to show the correctness of the above

algorithm based on dynamic programming. The above al-

gorithm terminates in time O(mh), where h is the least

number of links of all feasible paths.6 The above algorithm

is therefore output sensitive. Remember that the unit disk

graph G may have m = O(n2) links. It implies that the

above algorithm has time complexity O(n2h) when applied

to the unit disk graph G. However, if we apply the algo-

rithm to the enclosure graph (or Gabriel graph when c = 0)

instead of the unit disk graph G, it will return a solution

with h
0 links in O(nh0) time. Notice that here it is possible

that h
0

> h. Notice that the Gabriel graph is always a

subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation and it can be con-

structed in O(n logn) time. It then implies the overall time

complexity of the above algorithm is O(nmax(h0; logn))

when the Gabriel graph is used.

6Here a path is feasible if its energy consumption is no more than
E0.

A.2 Distributed Algorithm

For wireless ad hoc networks, it is diÆcult to gather all

nodes and links information by one central node. We then

discuss a distributed implementation of the previous algo-

rithm, which is suitable for hop-by-hop routing.

Algorithm 2: MinHops BoundEnergy D(G;E0)

1. Each node i sets d(h) = 1, for 0 � h � n � 1: The

source node s sets d(0) = 0. Let h = 1.

2. While the optimum path is not found,

each node i updates

d(h) = min(d(h); min
j2N(i)

(dj(h� 1) + p(i; j));

where dj(h� 1) is retrieved from node j 2 N(i).

If the destination node t has d(h) � E0, then a shortest

path with h edges has been found. Otherwise, each node

sets h = h+ 1.

Assume that we run the above distributed algorithm in

a synchronized model. It is then not diÆcult to show that

each node has to update the array d for the �rst h items.

It is the property of the shortest path that the above algo-

rithm is guaranteed to converge and terminate. The com-

puted �nal path is also loop-free. Again, to improve the

time complexity of the above algorithm, we suggest to run

the algorithm on the enclosure graph. The communication

complexity of the above distributed algorithm is O(nh) be-

cause each node only need broadcast its value d(h) once in

each round.

B. Min Energy Life-bounded Path

In this section, we consider how to �nd a path from a

node s to a given node t that consumes the minimum en-

ergy while the duration of the path is no less than a given

boundD0. The life bounded route assures that the commu-

nication between s and t will not be interrupted because

of the node movement. In addition, the path consuming

the least power among all such feasible paths will prolong

the network life. Wang and Crowcroft [16], [17] already

proposed an elimination-based algorithm to solve a similar

problem. For the completeness of the presentation, we still

include the version suitable for wireless network environ-

ment here. In addition, we show how to �nd the optimum

routing eÆciently when c = 0. Given the source node s,

the destination node t and the path duration bound D0,

the minimum-energy life-bounded (MELB) routing problem

is de�ned as following.

min

h�1X

i=0

p(vivi+1)

s:t:

h�1

min
i=0

l(vivi+1) � D0

where v0 = s; vh = t:
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B.1 Centralized Algorithm

The approaches of [16], [17] are based on the following

simple fact: a path has a duration no less than D0 if and

only if l(e) � D0 for each link e in the path. Hence any

link e with l(e) < D0 can not be in the optimum routing

from the source s to the destination t. Consequently, we

can �rst prune out every link e with l(e) < D0, and then

apply the shortest path algorithm on the residue graph.

Notice that we do not have to explicitly prune out all links

e with l(e) < D0. It can be done during the relaxing step

of Dijkstra's algorithm. The optimum routing can be com-

puted in O(n log n+m) time if we apply Dijkstra's shortest

path algorithm, where m is the total number of links in the

unit disk graph G. See Wang and Crowcroft [16], [17] for

a more detailed algorithm.

Notice that the unit disk graph G could havem = O(n2)

edges. Therefore a simple approach, by directly applying

the algorithm given in [16], [17] to the unit disk graph

G, could has time complexity O(n2). However, we can

improve it as follows when c = 0. Let H be the residue

graph by eliminating all links with l(e) < D0. We then

further simplify the residue graph H by removing every

link (u; v) such that there are links (u;w), (w; v) and node

w is inside the open disk using uv as a diameter.

B.2 Distributed Algorithm

The above centralized algorithm has no signi�cant dif-

ference with the classic shortest path algorithm. One can

run the distributed shortest path algorithm on the enclo-

sure graph to �nd the optimum route with the least energy

consumption. Li and Wan [13] have given a localized al-

gorithm to compute the enclosure graph eÆciently7. Here,

we give another algorithm to �nd the relaying neighbors of

a node when c = 0.

Let disk(u; v) be the disk with diameter (u; v). Then the

Gabriel graph GG(S) of a set of nodes V has an edge (u; v)

if and only if disk(u; v) does not contain any other node

from V . It is well known that the Gabriel graph contains

the Euclidean minimum spanning tree of V . We �rst prove

the following lemma, which leads us to another eÆcient

distributed algorithm.

Theorem 3: The Gabriel graphGG(V ) contains the min-

imum energy-consumption path connecting any two nodes

when the overhead cost c = 0.

Proof. Consider any pair of nodes s and t and a path

�(s; t), connecting s and t, that consumes the least en-

ergy. Consider any link (u; v) in �(s; t). See Figure 2.

Assume that disk(u; v) contains a node w inside. Notice

that juwj� + jwvj� < juvj� for any � � 2. It implies that

the path by substituting link (u; v) by two links (u;w) and

(w; v) will consume less power than �(s; t). Consequently,

disk(u; v) does not contain any node inside. Thus, the path

�(s; t) is contained in the Gabriel graph.

7A distributed algorithm is called localized if every node only uses
the information about itself, its transmission neighbors and at most

w

��
��
��
��

��
��
��
��

u v

Fig. 2. The GG contains the shortest path if c = 0.

The edges connected to a node u in the Gabriel graph

GG(V ) can be computed in time O(d log d). Here d is the

degree of the node u in the transmission graphGt. A simple

approach is to �rst construct the Delaunay triangulation of

all transmission neighbors of u and u. Then eliminate some

redundant edges.

We de�ne the Life-bounded Gabriel Graph (LGG) over a

set of nodes S as follows. Graph LGGD0
(S) has an edge

(u; v) if and only if l(u; v) � D0 and disk(u; v) does not

contain any other node w such that l(u;w) � D0 and

l(w; v) � D0.
8 If it is clear from the context, we will

drop the D0 from LGGD0
(S) hereafter. Then by a sim-

ilar argument, given any two nodes s and t, the graph

LGGD0
(S) contains the minimum energy path connecting

s and t whose life is no less than D0. In addition, each mo-

bile node can compute its life-bounded relaying neighbors

in LGG in time O(d log d). Consequently, we can run the

distributed Bellman-ford algorithm on the computed life-

bounded Gabriel graph LGG to solve the minimum-energy

life-bounded routing problem.

Algorithm 4: MinEnergy LifeBound D

1. Each node u prunes out links e = (u; v) with p(e) < D0,

2. Construct the links of LGGD0
incident on u locally

based on the remaining links.

3. Run the distributed shortest path algorithm on LGGD0

to �nd the path with the least energy consumption con-

necting the source s and the destination t.

C. Min Energy Width-bounded Path

In this section, we consider how to �nd a path from a

node s to a given node t that consumes the minimum en-

ergy while the remaining battery energy of the path is at

least W0. This is important because such path will guar-

antee that the transmission will not be broken because

some nodes are out of battery. Given the source node s,

the destination node t and the battery requirement bound

W0, the minimum-energy battery-bounded (MEBB) routing

a constant number of additional information.
8Then we call node v a life-bounded relaying neighbor of u.
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is de�ned as following.

min

h�1X

i=0

p(vivi+1)

s:t:

h�1

min
i=1

w(vi) �W0

where v0 = s; vh = t

Notice that a straightforward solution is to de�ne the

duration l
0(e) for each link e, then apply the algorithm

proposed in the above subsection III-B. Here the life l0(e)

is de�ned as min(w(u); w(v)), where u; v are the two end

nodes of the link e. The time complexity of this approach

is O(n logn+m), where m is the number of edges of Gt.

It can be solved more eÆciently based on the following

simple fact: a path has battery energy no less than W0

if and only if w(u) � W0 for every node u in the path.

Consequently, we can �rst prune out every node u with

w(u) < W0, and then apply the shortest path algorithm to

the residue graph. We run the shortest path algorithm on

the enclosure graph constructed after pruning out infeasi-

ble nodes u with w(u) < W0. It is well-known that the

Gabriel graph is a planar graph and it can be constructed

in time O(n1 logn1). Here n1 is the number of nodes u with

w(u) � W0. For a set of mobile wireless nodes, the path

consuming the least power is always from the transmission

graph Gt. Therefore, we only have to consider the intersec-

tion graph, denoted by GGt, of the transmission graph Gt

with the Gabriel graph GG. Similar to Lemma 3, we can

prove that the graph GGt contains the minimum energy

topology. It implies that the minimum energy battery-

bounded path connecting two nodes can be constructed in

time O(n logn).

The distributed algorithm, to �nd the path consuming

the minimum energy while each node in the path has a

battery energy level at least W0, has the following steps.

First, the source broadcasts the required energy level W0.

Call a node u feasible if w(u) � W0. Then, each feasible

node u computes all links (u; v) 2 GGt. This can be done in

time O(d log d), where d is the degree of u in Gt. Then each

feasible node u runs the distributed Bellman-ford algorithm

using the links found in the second step. This approach will

�nd the optimum path in O(n) rounds.

D. Max Life Energy-bounded Path

For the wireless ad hoc networks, energy conservation

is a critical issue as the nodes are often powered by the

batteries only. To make the network system last longer,

every routing path between two nodes should consume less

energy. Notice that the path will often be broken because

of the mobile nodes movement. When the route is broken,

we have to rediscover the path. Thus, it is desirable to

route the message over the path with the largest duration

while its energy consumption is not too large.

We then consider how to �nd a path from a node s to

a node t with the maximum life duration while the energy

consumed by this path is no more than E0. Notice that

this problem can be viewed as the dual version of the prob-

lem considered by Wang and Crowcroft [16], [17]. Given

the source node s, the destination node t and the maxi-

mum energy consumption requirement E0, the maximum-

life energy-bounded (MLEB) routing is then de�ned as fol-

lowing.

max
h�1

min
i=0

l(vivi+1)

s:t:

h�1X

i=0

p(vivi+1) � E0

where v0 = s; vh = t

Let � be all paths from s to t with energy consumption

no more than E0. In other words, � is the set of all feasible

paths. The question is then to �nd the feasible path with

the largest life period.

Our solution is based on pruning links. We �rst guess

the maximum duration D0, then prune out all links e with

l(e) < D0. We then apply the shortest path algorithm

on the residue graph. If we �nd a path from the source to

the destination with energy consumption no more than E0,

then it implies that the maximum life of all feasible paths

� is at least D0. Otherwise, we know that the maximum

life is less than D0. Then a binary search using the shortest

path algorithm as oracle will narrow down the maximum

life of all feasible paths.

D.1 Centralized Algorithm

We �rst present the centralized algorithm to �nd the

path with the largest duration while its energy consump-

tion is no more than E0.

Algorithm 5: MaxLife BoundEnergy C
1. Sort the life durations of all m links. Let

L1; L2; � � �Lb�1; Lb be all distinguishable durations with

Li < Lj if i < j..

2. Set u = b, and l = 1.

3. Let L = Ld l+u2 e. Then prune out all links of Gt with

duration less than L. Let GL be the residue graph.

4. Apply the shortest path algorithm to compute the path

� with the minimum energy consumption EL from s to t

on graph GL.

5. If l = u, then return the � as the optimum path with

the maximum life duration whose energy consumption is

no more than EL. The problem has an optimum solution

if and only if EL � E0.

6. Otherwise if EB � E0, then set l =
�
l+u
2

�
else set u =�

l+u
2

�
and go to the above step 3.

If we apply the Dijkstra's algorithm implemented using

the Fibonacci heap to compute the shortest path, the above
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algorithm has time complexity O((n log n+mp) logn). And

the space complexity is O(mp). Here mp is the maximum

number of edges of all residue graphs, which could be as

large as O(n2). Consequently, the worst time complexity

of the above algorithm is O(n2 logn).

D.2 Distributed Algorithm

All above discussions are concentrated in giving a cen-

tralized algorithm to �nd the most durable path whose en-

ergy consumption is bounded from above by a given value.

In this section, we propose a distributed algorithm which

is suitable for the hop-by-hop routing. One approach is

as follows. We store a set of life and energy consumption

pair (Li; Ei) at each node v. Pair (Li; Ei) denotes that

Ei is the least known energy needed by all paths from the

source node to v with duration at least Li. Notice that if

Li < Lj then we always have Ei � Ej .

Algorithm 6: MaxLife BoundEnergy D

1. Each node v sets Ei = 1 for duration Li of a link

incident on v.

2. Repeat the following steps until node t �nds the opti-

mum solution

3. For all neighbor nodes u 2 N(v)

4. Node v receives information (Li; Ei(u)) from u

5. Node v computes, for all Li � l(u; v),

Ei = min(Ei; Ei(u) + p(u; v)):

If Li > l(u; v), node v updates the pair (l(u; v); E) as

E = min(E;Ei(u) + p(u; v)):

6. If node t �nds the optimum solution, then terminate.

Similar to the proof of the Bellman-ford algorithm, the

above algorithm converges and the computed optimum

path is loop-free. Notice that each node does not have

to store all pairs (Li; Ei) for all duration links. However,

in worst case, some nodes could store almost O(m) pairs.

The above algorithm could have large space cost. Actually,

it is reasonable to see why: the above algorithm actually

computes the maximum duration for all energy consump-

tion bounds.

The other approach is to let the source node orchestras

the centralized algorithm as follows. First, the source node

broadcasts the guessed maximum duration Lg to all mo-

bile nodes. Then all nodes together run the distributed

Bellman-ford algorithm to compute the path consuming

the least power with life at least Lg. The destination node

sends back the minimum energy consumption to the source

node. The source node runs the binary search method to

narrow down the optimum life duration of all paths whose

energy consumption is no more than E0. Notice that the

Bellman-ford algorithm terminates in averageO(n) rounds.

It is then not diÆcult to show that the above approach �nds

a path with the maximum life while its energy consumption

is no more than E0 in O(n logn) rounds.

E. Max Width Energy-bounded Path

To make the network system last longer, a routing path

connecting two mobile nodes should consume less energy

and the routing should avoid drain out some mobile nodes

used for relaying. Therefore, it is worthwhile to �nd a path

whose energy consumption is at most some given value,

while the nodes used for relaying the message have the

most remaining battery energy. Notice that this problem

is di�erent from the problem considered by previous sub-

section. Previous one is to �nd the maximum of mini-

mum link-life, this one is to �nd the maximum of mini-

mum node-life. Given the source node s, the destination

node t and the maximum energy consumption requirement

E0, the maximum-battery energy-bounded (MBEB) routing

is de�ned as following.

max
h�1

min
i=1

w(vi)

s:t:

h�1X

i=0

p(vivi+1) � E0

where v0 = s; vh = t

Similar to the question discussed in previous subsection,

one simple solution is to prune out nodes with less remain-

ing battery. We �rst guess the optimum energy level L0,

then prune out all nodes u with w(u) < L0. We then ap-

ply any shortest-path algorithm on the residue graph. If

we �nd a path from the source to the destination with en-

ergy consumption no more than E0, then it implies that

the maximum of the minimum battery life is at least L0.

Otherwise, we know the optimum battery life is less than

L0.

E.1 Centralized Algorithm

We �rst study the centralized algorithm to �nd the path

with the most remaining battery energy while its energy

consumption is no more than E0.

Algorithm 7: Maxwidth BoundEnergy C

1. Sort the battery energy levels of n nodes. Let

B1; B2; � � �Bb�1; Bb be all distinguishable values with Bi <

Bj if i < j..

2. Set u = b, and l = 1.

3. Let B = Bd l+u

2 e, and prune out all mobile nodes of

Gt with battery energy level less than B. Let GB be the

residue graph.

4. Apply the shortest path algorithm to compute the path

� with the minimum energy consumption EB from s to t

on graph GB .

5. If l = u, then return the � as the optimum path with

the maximum width whose energy consumption is no more

than EB . The problem has an optimum solution if and

only if EB � E0.

6. If EB � E0, then set l =
�
l+u

2

�
; otherwise set u =

�
l+u

2

�

and go to the above step 3.
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If we apply the Dijkstra's algorithm implemented using

the Fibonacci heap to compute the shortest path, the above

algorithm has time complexity O((n log n+mp) logn). And

the space complexity is O(mp). Here mp is the maximum

number of edges of all residue graphs, which could be as

large as O(n2). However, if we use the enclosure graph

(or Delaunay triangulation) instead of the residue graph,

the time complexity will be improved to O(n log2 n) as the

enclosure graph (or Delaunay triangulation) can be con-

structed in O(n logn) time and it has only O(n) edges if

the overhead c = 0.

E.2 Distributed Algorithm

In this section, we discuss a distributed implementation

of the centralized algorithm which is suitable for the mo-

bile ad hoc routing. Both approaches used for �nding the

path with the maximum link life and bounded energy con-

sumption could be used to solve this problem. However, we

found that the second approach, using the source node to

coordinate the protocol, is more time eÆcient. It operates

as follows. First, the source node s guesses a battery level

Lg, which could be optimum. Then s starts to run the dis-

tributed Bellman-ford algorithm to compute the path con-

suming the least power with life at least Lg. The destina-

tion node t sends back the minimum energy consumption to

s. Notice that here, the nodes with battery level less than

Lg will not participate the Bellman-ford algorithm. Then

s runs the binary search method to narrow down the opti-

mum battery life. It is not diÆcult to show that the above

approach �nds the optimum solution in O(n logn) rounds.

To speed up the Bellman-ford algorithm, each mobile nodes

only process the information received from the neighbors

in the enclosure graph (or Delaunay triangulation). It is

showed in [13] that the neighborhood information can be

decided eÆciently by a localized approach.

Assume the optimum battery level is Lopt. Then it is not

diÆculty to show that all nodes with energy level larger

than Lopt will almost always participate the Bellman-ford

algorithm. However, the nodes with energy level less than

Lopt will only participate a few rounds of Bellman-ford al-

gorithm. So the rounds algorithm itself also avoids to drain

out the batteries with less energy.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we address several QoS routing problems

in wireless ad hoc networks. We �rst considered how to �nd

a path with the minimum number of hops while its trans-

mission power cost is bounded. Secondly, we consider how

to �nd a route connecting two nodes with the minimum

energy among all paths whose life (or width) is bounded

from below. Thirdly, we considered �nding a path connect-

ing a given pair of nodes with the maximum life (or battery

energy) while the energy cost of the path does not exceed a

pre-speci�ed bound. Distributed versions of the algorithms

that are suitable for the wireless ad hoc networks are also

Algorithms Centralized Distributed

MinHops BndEnergy O(mh) O(h)

MinEnergy BndLife O(m+ n log n) O(n)

MinEnergy BndWidth O(n log n) O(n)

MaxLife BndEnergy O((m + n logn) logn) O(n log n)

MaxWidth BndEnergy O(n log2 n) O(n log n)

TABLE I

Algorithms summariation.

presented. Notice that the algorithms presented in this pa-

per can be combined together to �nd a path between two

given pair of nodes with minimum links subject to the two

constraints: the life of the path is no less than a given

lower bound, while the cost of the path does not exceed

a pre-speci�ed bound. When two and more additive con-

straints are presented, the problem is already known to be

NP-complete. We summarize the results in the following

table I.

We showed that the maximum width energy-bounded

path can be found in time O(n log2 n) using a centralized

approach. While our algorithm �nds the maximum life

energy-bounded path in time O((n logn+m) logn), which

could be as large as O(n2 logn). Let graph G(D) be the

supergraph of all paths consuming the least energy while

its life is bounded from below by a given value D. We

would like to study the property of the shortest path with

bounded life duration. If we can prove that G(D) is planar

graph or has O(n) edges, and this graph can be constructed

in time O(n logn), then the maximum-life energy-bounded

routing problem can also be solved in O(n log2 n) time. We

leave it as an open problem whether the graph has O(n)

edges and it can be constructed in time O(n logn).
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